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								Our Bulk Email Sender is a complete set of functions necessary for mass email-sending

								

																		Send letters to an unlimited number of recipients
	Monitor the results of your campaigns through Atomic Email Tracker service and Google Analytics
	Works with any SMTP server; the program has a built-in SMTP server


															

						

						
							
								Write a letter to your recipients using the visual editor or HTML editor or create a simple text email

								With the ability to send HTML emails, Mail Sender allows you to create colorful email presentations. You can always make your messages memorable and non-standard with our large number of free HTML templates.
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								Track the results of email campaigns with Atomic Email Tracker

								Set up Atomic Email Tracker to our blast tool and see what effective your mass mailing is.

																
									Buy for $79.85									Learn more								

							

						

					

				


		 

			
				
					
						Newsletter Software Features

						Atomic Mail Sender is first and foremost a newsletter software, which means it has all the required tools and facilities for sending email newsletters in the most efficient way

						
							
																		
												
													Unlimited email lists												
											
	
												
													SMTP-server availability												
											
	
												
													Proxy servers												
											
	
												
													Facebook, Twitter and Google+ widgets												
											
	
												
													Email analysis												
											
	
												
													Unsubscribe Wizard												
											
	
												
													Email message personalization												
											
	
												
													Image editor												
											
	
												
													Text spin												
											
	
												
													Other features												
											


										
								

								
																						
													
														
															Unlimited email lists

															It is possible to import mailing list ("Recipients" –> Recipients List –> "Import") as follows:


	from file (*.csv, *.txt, *.xls, *.xlsx, *.doc, *.docx, *.mdb, *.accdb)
	from database DBF
	from the clipboard
	from Outlook Address Book
	from other Atomic programs designed for collecting e-mail addresses 
	new created mailing lists




Our newsletter software has no limitations on the length of your email lists - Sky's the limit.

															 
																
																	Buy for																	$89.90																																																	Download															
															

														

														

													

																									
													
														
															SMTP-server availability

															The software allows three SMTP-server types: built-in, external and partner. SMTP Wizard ("SMTP Wizard" button) helps you to choose and customize SMTP server for mail delivery.


	built-in SMTP
	external SMTP servers
	partner SMTP-server (recommended for usage: e.x. SMTP.com or SMTP2GO)





We insist on setting SMTP rotation to improve mail sending speed. Specify the allowed number of e-mail messages for an active server and the multithread-sending.

															 
																
																	Buy for																	$89.90																																																	Download															
															

														

														

													

																									
													
														
															Proxy servers

															Like any other newsletter software, Atomic Mail Sender can send e-mail messages by using proxy servers. The program supports Socks 4, Socks 4A and Socks 5 proxy servers. By using proxy rotation you specify incremental sending settings via several SMTP servers.



Besides, the program checks the status of proxy servers and deletes dead ones automatically before starting the delivery.

															 
																
																	Buy for																	$89.90																																																	Download															
															

														

														

													

																									
													
														
															Facebook, Twitter and Google+ widgets

															Newsletter software from Atompark helps you increase your presence on social media. There is a custom function of inserting Facebook and Twitter widgets in the program ("Insert/Facebook link|Twitter link"). Every widget is followed with a fixed link to the social media page. The option brings at least several positive results: subscriber's participation in your social media activity and the opportunity for them to share your information with friends.



Besides when you insert social widgets you conduce e-mail messages bypassing through e-mail filters that increases inboxing rate.
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															Email analysis

															This function checks if your message matches certain rules, that help messages pass spam filters. For example, the presence of preheader, words written with CAPS, coincidence in text color and its background, the ratio of the text and images and much more.



As a result you will get a list of recommendations to improve the message – what parts should be added, modified or deleted in order for your email to be delivered to the inbox.



After making necessary changes, you can re-analyze the letter and see the result.



In order to analyze the letter - go to "Service" - "Email analysis"
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															Unsubscribe Wizard

															Built-in unsubscribe wizard ("Recipients" –> Recipients List –> "Unsubscribe") simplify and automate the process of deleting unsubscribers.



There are three ways to update mailing list in Atomic Mail Sender:


	by entering the list of addresses to be removed
	by checking mailbox and removing e-mail that sent messages with the unsubscribe request
	by checking web-form and the list of e-mail addresses for removal. More about scripts for sign up and unsubscribe forms here





Atomic Mail Sender supports the projects created with Atomic Subscription Manager, the program for removing recipients and adding the subscribers to your mailing list automatically.
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															Email message personalization

															To personalize an e-mail message means to insert personal recipient information into the current e-mail message ("Insert/E-mail merge data"). Note that all the data you want to insert must be imported beforehand in form of additional columns in the mailing list. This is necessary because of data merging that is done by implementing macros (for example %_SENDER_NAME_%). They will be replaced with the corresponding column information after sending.




Personalization is standard for email newsletter software - it is one of the practical ways to bypass spam filters and reach recipient inbox folder.
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															Image editor

															Once you insert a picture, it can be edited. To do so, click on the image with the right mouse button and go to the image editor.




The following options are available:


	crop
	resize
	brightness/contrast
	flip horizontal
	flip vertical
	rotate 90 counter-clockwise
	rotate 90 clockwise
	rotate 180




															 
																
																	Buy for																	$89.90																																																	Download															
															

														

														

													

																									
													
														
															Text spin

															Spin-text is represented by a random text or word that the software inserts into message body ("Insert/E-mail merge data/Random text|Random word").




The random text is generated by the program considering parameters that were specified by the user. The random word can be set by the user after creation of a word group. Both first and second method can be used to make your message more personalized.It's a lot easier to bypass spam filters by implementing text-spin as messages of equal size are usually blocked.
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															Other features

															Atomic Mail Sender has more facilities as:


	Detailed reports
	Built-in tools for mailing list management
	HTML and Plain text format support
	Complete integration with other Atomic products
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								More information about Atomic Mail Sender

								If you are new to email marketing or need more information to get started — we are always ready to answer all your questions. Contact our support team for any kind of information.

								Or use video instructions and support manual
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						Who have already tried products 
from AtomPark Software

						
							We won’t be able to tell about ourselves better than our clients who have already felt all the advantages of working with AtomPark Software products. 

 Do you feel like leaving a testimonial for a product?

							Leave a testimonial
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	Best ever seen such wonderful marketing software. Very good customer support. Keep it up. Good Working

															

															
																
																	Sashi Kumar
																	Mytamilradio.com
																

																																	
																		
																			
																			
																			
																			
																		
																		www.mytamilradio.com																	
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	Tried several email senders during the past few weeks and Atomic Email Sender was the best and easiest one to use by far. Helped me to email customers in a few minutes.

															

															
																
																	Randy
																	Outsourcing Services
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	So far, the Atomic Mail Sender does exactly what it's supposed to do: send out e-mails from an Excel merge list without freezing up or causing problems. It performs quite well, and it has some really useful options, like throttling and timeout pausing. Good job, AtomPark.

															

															
																
																	Neal
																	SUBSIM
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	The Atomic Mail Sender Program met the needs of my business as an email marketer. It allowed me to send mass email to my subscribers and also potential new clients. Thanks Atomic Mailer.

															

															
																
																	Willie Balthrop
																	J.O.B. Enterprises, L.L.C.
																

																																	
																		
																			
																			
																			
																			
																		
																		www.strategicmarketingbackboard.com																	
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	I have Demo of several different bulk e-mail senders, and Atomic Mail Sender was by far the easiest to use. I recommend it to anyone who is looking for an efficient bulk e-mail sender.

															

															
																
																	Mike S
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					Download free trial version

					Buy a license for  $89.90 per PC

					Full version Atomic Mail Sender v. 9.61 for Windows 7/8/10
					
						Download						Order now					

				

			

                
        
                        Effective software for mass emailing

Atomic Mail Sender is what you need if you’re looking for a dependable free mass e-mail tool that is customizable and allow you to send individual messages, as well as cold and batch mails to a particular group of users!

Atomic bulk emailing software boasts a built-in content designer for creating templates, which stands out for using variables along with other practical features. Personalizing your messages is possible with Atomic mail sender’s automatically replaced values. You can address the recipient by name, add CTAs, include social media share buttons, and much more.

Software for bulk email like Atomic Mail Sender allows you to build email newsletters that not only subscribers but also spam filters will like. To strengthen email sending, use bulk SMS. Be near your clients all the time using our mass mailer and other Atomic tools.

Using this software for bulk mailing, you can inform your target audience, tell subscribers about products and promotions, advertise offers, receive feedback, increase the number of repeat sales, and convert subscribers into buyers.

Bulk SMS for your marketing campaigns, letter processing, or spam check — all these are available based on Atomic Software, and even more! It has its own internal SMTP server to deliver your messages directly to its recipients by avoiding your ISP system.

This software for mass emailing is suitable for any sort of marketing campaign. It enables the creation and distribution of an infinite number of messages to an unlimited number of receivers. What could be better than this for an efficient emailing solution?

So, feel free to load our mass emailing software and get started sending mass message campaigns with an easy-to-use and effective mail program to your unlimited newsletter lists!



                
                    Show more
                    Show less
                

                    

    

    
		 

			
				
					
						FAQ

						Everything you wanted to ask about our newsletter software
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                                                It's a marketing message that is sent repeatedly to lots and lots of recipients at a time. Such mass mailing is the prerogative of companies and organizations and it is known as email marketing. To do this easier we made special bulk emailing software.
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                                                Bulk Email Sender software is widely used by marketers for sending emails (such as newsletters) to a large group of recipients. Bulk email softwares allow you to spread the news regarding your products or services to a big audience in a short period of time. Email sending softwares save your time and effort.

                                                                                            

										

									

																		
										
											How to send bulk email?
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                                                You can use our email sender. This mass mailer tool contains all must-have сomponents to send bulk emails. You can use ready-made professional designer email templates in order to create effective mass mailings. Also, this bulk mailer gives the possibility to customize SMTP-servers and send your mass mailings instantly to the list of subscribers.

                                                                                            

										

									

																		
										
											Why do I need Atomic Mail Sender?
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                                                With the help of this mass email client, you can create and send unlimited newsletters to any number of recipients. It's a professional and high-performance mass email software for your marketing campaigns.

                                                                                            

										

									

																		
										
											Are there any limitations on the number of addresses on the email list for mass mailing?
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                                                Atomic blast email software allows you to add unlimited number of addresses on your mailing list.

                                                                                            

										

									

																		
										
											Can I personalize my messages in this bulk email software?
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                                                Send personalized emails to all your recipients with one click in our mass email program. If you use tokens in the body of your email, our bulk email sender will replace them with the recipient's name, city, website address, or any other information associated with the recipient.
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                                                Atomic Mail Sender stands out among the other mass email programs due to the flexible SMTP settings. Use any SMTP server to which you have access, including free ESP SMTPs or one you found/rented/bought. (If you do not know where to get an SMTP server, read this article: SMTP for Atomic Email Marketing Software. Atomic bulk email sender lets you rotate SMTP servers, limit the number of emails sent through each SMTP, set delivery delays, and much more.
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                                                It’s very important for mass emailing programs to support proxy. It makes it possible not to look suspicious for providers. Atomic mass mailer supports proxies, proxy rotation, custom DNS, custom headers.
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                                                Like many other mass mail tools Atomic Email Sender imports mailing lists from clipboard, .TXT, .CSV, Excel, Word, Access, and other file formats. Also, our group mailer can import addresses from your Outlook address book or use mailing lists generated by our Email Extractor or any other email harvester to send mass emails effectively.
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                                                Our newsletter software is very reliable for mass email marketing, but it is used only for sending emails, so when it comes to tracking the results and taking actions based on them, you need to use an email tracker. 
When integrated with Atomic Email Tracker (our web-based newsletter monitoring system), the mass mailer provides you with the ability to check how many sent emails were opened and how many links in a message were clicked; it also allows comparison of the effectiveness of email campaigns and shows which countries' recipient are more active. >br>
But the email tracker goes beyond these features by actually showing the email address of each user that clicks on the link, the time of their website visit, and the page they landed on. This function is very useful for determining who is ready to buy the product, and makes it easy to follow up with another email or a phone call.
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                                                Atomic Email Sender is a stand-alone bulk mailer program. You don’t need any additional email sending programs. All you need in order to send bulk emails is an Internet connection. Start the email blasts software, edit or load your mailing list, and press "Send"! The beauty of our bulk email sender is that you are in total control of it, yet you have so little to do in order to get it running.
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						Other products from AtomPark

						
							

							
								
									
								
							

							
								
									
								
							

						

					

											Check out other Atomic products as addition to Atomic Mail Sender
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														Atomic
														 Mail Verifier													
												
												Easily verify and check email lists for validity with our 3-step email verifier software.

												$69.85
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														Atomic
														 List Manager													
												
												Easily manage and edit your email lists of any sizes. Merge, split or filter lists with our mailing list software.

												$39.85
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														Atomic
														 Email Hunter													
												
												Program for email grabbers. Automatic collection emails from the websites you visit.

												$89.90
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